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The 1-chromatic number /1(S) of a surface S is the maximum chromatic number
of all graphs which can be drawn on the surface so that each edge is crossed by no
more than one other edge. It is proved that if 4n+3 is a prime number, n0, then
/1(N8(2n+1)2)=R(N8(2n+1)2) where R(S)=w 12 (9+- 81&32E(S))x is Ringel’s upper
bound for /1(S), E(S) is the Euler characteristic of S, and N8(2n+1)2 is the nonorien-
table surface of genus 8(2n+1)2. By Dirichlet’s theorem the arithmetic progression
4n+3, n=1, 2, 3, ..., contains an infinite number of prime integers. As a result the
first known infinite series of surfaces with known 1-chromatic number is obtained.
 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A graph is called 1-immersable into a surface if it can be drawn on this
surface so that each edge is crossed by no more than one other edge.
The 1-chromatic number /1(S) of a surface S is the maximum chromatic
number for all graphs 1-immersable into S. The motivation comes from
simultaneously trying to color the vertices and faces of an embedded graph
so that adjacent or incident elements receive distinct colors.
We denote the orientable surface of genus p by Sp and the nonorientable
surface of genus q by Nq . In what follows the letters p, q, n, m, k, h, t denote
nonnegative integers.
Let us denote
R(S)=w 12 (9+- 81&32E(S))x
where E(S) is the Euler characteristic of S: E(S) equals 2&2p if S=Sp
and 2&q if S=Nq .
Ringel [8] derived the Heawood-type upper bound formula
/1(S)R(S) for SS0 , (1)
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and for even /1(S),
/1(S)w 13 (13+- 161&72E(S))xR(S) for SS0 . (2)
Ringel conjectured that equality holds in (1) or (2), whichever case applies,
but he suspected that there are several exceptions in the lower genus area.
Borodin [2] proved that /1(S0)=6=R(S0), so Ringel’s upper bound is
valid for all surfaces.
It was proved that the 1-chromatic number equals Ringel’s upper bound
for
S1 , S89 , N2 (Ringel [8])
and for another nine surfaces (see [5, Sect. 5]). Schumacher [10] showed
that /1(N1)=78=R(N1). Moreover, the author [5] proved that
R(S)&34/1(S)
and later this lower bound was improved [6] to
R(S)&10/1(S)
for an arbitrary surface S, but in the course of the proof of these lower
bounds there was no need to find the 1-chromatic number for some sur-
faces. Thus the 1-chromatic number was found for 14 surfaces only, and for
13 of them the 1-chromatic number was found to be Ringel’s upper bound.
Thereupon it was proved [7] that if 2 is a primitive root modulo prime
4n+5, n1, n1 mod 3, then /1(N8n2)=R(N8n2). It is unknown if there
are an infinite number of such n. It is worth remarking, however, that
by some number-theoretic arguments the class most likely has an infinite
number of values. The author, using a personal computer, found that the
interval [1,8000] contains exactly 637 values of such n. This series can be
extended.
In this paper we shall deal with the problem of construction of an infinite
(it must be proved) series of surfaces whose 1-chromatic numbers equal
Ringel’s upper bound. The main result of the paper is the following.
Theorem 1. If 4n+3 is a prime number, n0, then
/1(N8(2n+1)2)=R(N8(2n+1)2)
The well-known Dirichlet theorem [4, Chap. 16] states that if a and b
are mutually prime integers then the arithmetic progression an+b,
n=0, 1, 2, ..., contains an infinite number of prime integers. Thus there are
an infinite number of integers n satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
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One can easily verify that the families of surfaces with known 1-chromatic
number described in [7] and in the present paper are distinct and each of
them is not contained in the other.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the theory of index one
current graphs is briefly rewiewed for later use. In Section 3, by means of
index one current graphs we construct a 1-immersion of the complete
graph K4(4n+3) into N8(2n+1)2 for every prime 4n+3, n0, thereby proving
4(4n+3)/1(N8(2n+1)2) for these n. Then we show that R(N8(2n+1)2)=
4(4n+3), hence Theorem 1 is true.
2. INDEX ONE CURRENT GRAPHS
The theory of current graphs given by Ringel and Youngs [9] is spe-
cialized to what is needed for the Heawood map-coloring problem. To
make the proof in this paper easier to read, here we briefly review the
theory of index one current graphs in the form used in this paper. The
reader is referred to [3] for a more detailed development of the material
sketched herein. A good review on this subject can be found in [1]. We
assume that the reader is familiar with current graphs, derived graphs, and
their embeddings induced by the current graphs.
Let G=(V, E) be a connected graph whose edges have all been given
plus and minus direction. Hence each edge e gives rise to two reverse arcs
e+ and e& of G. A rotation of a vertex of G is a cyclic permutation of all
the arcs directed out of the vertex. A rotation system of G (a rotation of
G, for short) is a collection of rotations, one for each vertex of G.
Let each edge of G be assigned the type 0 or 1. Given the edge types, let
. be a function from the arc set of G into a group 8 such that
.(e&)=.(e+)&1 for every edge e of type 0 and .(e&)=.(e+) for every
edge e of type 1. The values of . are called currents and 8 is called the
current group. If an edge e of type 0 is a loop and .(e&)=.(e+) (that is,
.(e+) is of order 2 in 8), then the arcs e+ and e& are identified and this
arc is called an end arc.
The graph G with given rotation and edge types determines a cellular
embedding G  S of G into a surface S (see [3, p. 113]). If this embedding
has exactly one face, the pair (G  S, .) (with these given rotation and
edge types) is called an index one current graph.
We can form a derived graph G from the current graph by using the
current assignment, the rotation, and the edge types. The vertex set of G is
8. The edge set of G is E_8, where the edge (e, x) is incident to vertices
x and x.(e+).
The index one current graph (G  S, .) induces a rotation and edge
types of G , thereby inducing the derived embedding of the derived graph.
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The rotation of G is determined in a well-known manner [3, p. 199],
beginning with fixing an orientation of the face of the embedding G  S.
The edge types of G are determined as follows. If the orientation of the
unique face of the embedding of G induces opposite directions on the edge
e of G, then each edge (e, x) of G is of type 0. If the induced directions
agree then each (e, x) is of type 1.
The face set of the derived embedding is described as follows. There is a
mapping from the face set onto the vertex set of the current graph. Given
a vertex of the current graph, the faces mapping into the vertex will be
called the faces induced by the vertex, and they are determined by
Theorem 4.4.1 [3] which is true for the nonorientable case too.
We restrict ourselves in the paper to current graphs with the current
group Zm (the cyclic group of integers modulo m) only. In this case if the
sum of the currents on the arcs directed out of a vertex of a current graph
equals zero then it will be said that the vertex satisfies KCL (Kirchhoff’s
Current Law).
The following lemma is the version of Theorem 4.4.1 [3], which is used
in sequal.
Lemma 1. Let (=1 , =2 , ..., =t) be a rotation of a vertex of the current
graph (G  S, .) with the current group Zm . Let .(=i)=#i and suppose
that the vertex satisfies KCL, that is #1+#2+ } } } +#t=0. Then the set of
faces induced by the vertex consists of m t-sided faces F0 , F1 , ..., Fm&1 such
that the cycle of vertices giving the closed walk bounding the face
Fx(x=0, 1, ..., m&1) is
x, x+#1 , x+#1+#2 , ..., x+#1+#2+ } } } +#t&1 , x+#1+#2+ } } } +#t=x
where x is considered as an element of Zm .
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
For every n0 an index one current graph, denoted by 1(n), is con-
structed. In Lemma 2 it is shown that if the current assignment of the
current graph 1(n) satisfies some special conditions, then 1(n) induces the
derived embedding of the derived graph, such that if we add the pair of
crossing diagonals in each quadrangular face of the embedding a 1-immer-
sion of K4(4n+3) into N8(2n+1)2 is obtained. In Lemmas 36 it is proved that
for n such that 4n+3 is prime, the current assignment satisfies these special
conditions, hence 4(4n+3)/1(N8(2n+1)2) for these n. Lemma 7, proving
that R(N8(2n+1)2)=4(4n+3) for n0, completes the proof of the theorem.
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The current graph 1(n), n0 with the current group Z16n+12=Z4(4n+3)
is depicted in Fig. 1 where each edge is assigned a plus-direction and a
current. The end arc, as is customary, is depicted as a straight line without
an arrow, with a vertex at one end and without a vertex at the other end.
All vertices of the current graph have clockwise rotation and are depicted,
as is the convention, as solid vertices. The arcs of type 1 edges are depicted
as broken arcs. One can easily verify that the given rotation induces exactly
one circuitan oriented boundary of the face of the embedding of the
current graph.
Before considering the currents we need the following designation. Given
an integer h we denote by (h) an integer belonging to the interval
Z16n+12
Figure 1
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[0, 16n+11], such that h#(h) mod 16n+12, and (h) in considered as
an element of Z16n+12 (that is in what follows the designation (h) denotes
an element of Z16n+12).
The currents in Fig. 1 are defined as follows
w=1+2n,
bk=(4k2) , k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1.
For convenience we set b0=(0) =0, so that w=w+b0 .
We have
bk&1+2(4k&2)=(4(k&1)2+2(4k&2)) =(4k2) =bk ,
k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1,
2w+b2n+1=(2+4n+4(2n+1)2)=(8n+6+n(16n+12)) =8n+6,
hence each vertex of the current graph satisfies KCL.
We need the following designation. Let U and U$ be two subsets of the
element set of Z16n+12 such that |U|=|U$|. We will write UtU$ if there
is a 11 mapping : U  U$ such that if (\)=+ then \ # [+, &+]; in
other words, U can be obtained from U$ by inverting some elements of U$.
Before formulating the next lemma it should be pointed out that the
notation of a set in the form of [a, b, c, ...] means that the elements
a, b, c, ... are supposed to be all distinct.
Denote
ak=bk&1+(4k&2), k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1.
Lemma 2. If
(a) [2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1]t[4, 8, 12, ..., 8n+4]
(b) [w+ak : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1] _ [w+bk : k=0, 1, ..., 2n+1]
t[1, 3, 5, ..., 8n+5]
then K4(4n+3) is 1-immersable into N8(2n+1)2 , n0.
Proof. Consider the current graph 1(n), n0. The vertex set of the
derived graph is the set [0, 1, ..., 16n + 11] of all elements of Z16n+12 .
The edge joining vertices x and y will be denoted by (x; y). Denote by W
the set of all currents .(e+) in Fig. 1,
W=[4k&2 : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+2] _ [w+bk : k=0, 1, ..., 2n+1].
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The edge set of the derived graph is the set [(x; x+’) : x #
Z16n+12 , ’ # W]. Since
[(x; x+’) : x # Z16n+12]=[(x; x&’) : x # Z16n+12],
the set of vertices of the derived graph which are adjacent to an arbitrary
vertex x # Z16n+12 is
[x\’ : ’ # W]=[x+’ : ’ # W] _ [x&’ : ’ # W]
(similar designations will be used in the following).
Consider the vertex of valence four which is incident to the broken arc
with the current 4k&2, k # [1, 2, ..., 2n+1]. By Lemma 1, this vertex
induces 16n+12 quadrangular faces F0 , F1 , ..., F16n+11 such that the cycle
of vertices giving the closed walk bounding the face Fx(x=0, 1, ...,
16n+11) is
x, x&(4k&2), x&2(4k&2), x&(4k&2)&w&ak .
If all diagonals in these 16n+12 faces are added then all edges (x; x&
2(4k&2)) and (x; x&(w+ak)), x=0, 1, ..., 16n+11, are obtained, hence
each vertex x # Z16n+12 becomes adjacent to the vertices x\2(4k&2) and
x\(w+ak).
After adding all diagonals in all quadrangular faces of the derived
embedding, each vertex x of the derived graph becomes adjacent to the
vertices
[x\2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1] _ [x\(w+ak) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1].
As a result, we obtain a new graph 1-immersed into a surface. The vertex
set of the graph is the set [0, 1, ..., 16n+11] of all elements of Z16n+12 .
Each vertex x of the graph is adjacent to the vertices
[x\’ : ’ # W] _ [x\2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1]
_ [x\(w+ak) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1],
hence, by the definition of W, in view of (a) and (b), each vertex of the
graph is adjacent to all other vertices. Thus K16n+12 is 1-immersed into the
surface.
To prove that this surface is nonorientable it suffices to show [3, p. 110]
that the derived graph has a cycle with an odd number of type-1 edges. It
is easily seen that the circuit of the current graph passes the arcs of the
current graph with currents w and 2w=4n+2 twice in the same direction.
Hence all edges (x; x\w) and (x; x\2w) of the derived graph are of type 1.
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The derived graph has the cycle of length three containing the edges (0; w),
(w; 2w), and (2w; 0). Thus this surface is nonorientable.
It remains to evaluate the genus q of the surface. The derived graph with
m0=16n+12 vertices is cellularly embedded in the surface. This graph is
regular of degree d=2 |W|&1, since for each ’ # W"[8n+6] each vertex
x is adjacent to vertices x\’. Since |W |=4n+4, the graph has m1=
1
2m0 d=2(4n+3)(8n+7) edges. By Lemma 1, the face set of the derived
embedding consists of m0 triangles and (2n+1) m0 quadrangulars, hence
the embedding has exactly m2=2(n+1) m0 faces. Substituting m0 , m1 , and
m2 in Euler’s formula
m0&m1+m2=2&q,
we get q=8(2n+1)2. K
Lemma 3. The hypothesis (a) of Lemma 2,
[2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1]t[4, 8, 12, ..., 8n+4],
holds for every n0.
Proof. We have
[2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., 2n+1]
=[2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., n+1] _ [2(4k&2) : k=n+2, ..., 2n+1],
[2(4k&2) : k=1, 2, ..., n+1]
=[4, 12, 20, ..., 8n+4],
[2(4k&2) : k=n+2, ..., 2n+1]
t[16n+12&2(4k&2) : k=n+2, ..., 2n+1]
=[8(2n+2&k) : k=n+2, ..., 2n+1]=[8, 16, 24, ..., 8n].
The proof follows the lemma. K
Note that whereas (a) holds for every n0, the validity of (b) will be
proved only for n0 such that 4n+3 is prime.
To prove that (b) holds it suffices to show that all 4n+3 elements x+ai
and x+bj , i=1, 2, ..., 2n+1, j=0, 1, ..., 2n+1, are distinct and pairwise
noninverse. This will be done in Lemmas 46.
Given integers t and h, the notation t | h means that h is divisible by t
without a remainder.
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Lemma 4. If 4n+3 is prime then ai {aj for 1i< j2n+1 and bi {bj
for 0i< j2n+1.
Proof. We have
aj&ai=( (2 j&1)2+1)&( (2i&1)2+1)=(4( j&i)( j+i&1)) ,
bj&bi=(4j2) &(4i2)=(4( j&i)( j+i)).
Since 4n+3 is prime and j&i2n+1<4n+3, j+i&1< j+i4n<
4n+3, then 4(4n+3) |% 4( j&i)( j+i) and 4(4n+3) |% 4( j&i)( j+i&1).
Thus aj&ai {0 and bj&bi {0. K
Given ; # Z16n+12 we will write ;#i mod 4, where i # [0, 2], if ; belongs
to the set [4k+i : k=0, 1, ..., 4n+2] of the elements of Z16n+12.
Lemma 5. If 4n+3 is prime then
(c) all currents w+a1 , w+a2 , ..., w+a2n+1 are distinct and pairwise
noninverse,
(d) all currents w+b0 , w+b1 , ..., w+b2n+1 are distinct and pairwise
noninverse.
Proof. By Lemma 4, w+ai {w+aj for 1i< j2n+1 and w+bi{
w+bj for 0i< j2n+1. Since 2w#2 mod 4, ak #2 mod 4, and bk #0
mod 4 for all k, we have (w+ai)+(w+aj){0 for all 1i< j2n+1 and
(w+bi)+(w+bj){0 for all 0i< j2n+1. K
Lemma 6. If 4n+3 is prime then the two currents w+ai and
w+bj , 1i2n+1, 0 j2n+1, are distinct and noninverse.
Proof. Since ak #2 mod 4 and bk #0 mod 4, then w+ai {w+bj . To
prove the inequality
(w+ai)+(w+bj){0
we will assume the equality and obtain a contradiction.
Let
2w+ai+bj=2+4n+( (2i&1)2+1)+(4j2)
=( (2i&1)2+(2 j)2+4n+3) =0.
Then in the ring Z of all integers it holds that
(2i&1)2+(2 j)2#&(4n+3) mod 4(4n+3) (3)
where 12i&14n+1<4n+3, 02 j4n+2<4n+3, 4n+3 is prime.
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From this point on all arithmetic is performed in Z.
If j=0 then from (3) it follows that 4n+3 | 2i&1, contrary to
2i&1<4n+3.
Let j{0. Here we use the concept of a primitive root modulo a prime
number p [4, Chap. 4]. Recall that given a prime number p, an integer r
is said to be a primitive root modulo p if p&1 is the least positive integer
t such that rt&1#0 mod p. By the well-known Gauss’ Lemma [4,
Chap. 4], if p>1 is a prime number then there exists a primitive root r
modulo p, where 1<r< p. The following elementary properties of the
primitive root r modulo p will be used:
(i) for every integer d, 1d p&1, there is an integer u,
1u p&1, such that d#ru modulo p;
(ii) if rt&1#0 mod p then p&1 | t;
(iii) r p&1+10 mod p for p>2.
Let r be a primitive root modulo prime 4n+3, 1<r<4n+3. Then,
by (i), for positive integers 2i&1, 2 j<4n&3 there are integers 1k,
h4n+2 such that
2i&1#rk mod 4n+3, 2 j#rh mod 4n+3,
whence
(2i&1)2#r2k mod 4n+3, (2 j)#r2h mod 4n+3.
We may assume without loss of generality that k<h. Then, from (3) it
follows that
r2k+r2h=r2k(r2(h&k)+1)#0 mod 4n+3. (4)
Since 4n+3 is prime and r4n+2, then 4n+3 |% r, whence 4n+3 |% r2k.
Hence from (4) we get
4n+3 | r2(h&k)+1, (5)
thus 4n+3 | (r2(h&k)+1)(r2(h&k)&1), that is 4n+3 | r4(h&k)&1. By (ii),
4n+2 | 4(h&k), that is,
4(h&k)={(4n+2) (6)
where { is an integer. Since 1h&k4n+1, then { # [1, 2, 3]. Since
4(h&k)#0 mod 4, then {=2, and from (6) we get h&k=2n+1. Then (5)
becomes 4n+3 | r4n+2+1, contrary to (iii). K
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As has been shown above, 4(4n+3)/1(N8(2n+1)2) for every n0 such
that 4n+3 is prime. To prove Theorem 1 it remains to prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 7. R(N8(2n+1)2)=4(4n+3) for n0.
Proof. To avoid cluttering the text we will prove that R(N8n2)=8n+4,
n1. The lemma follows from it by substituting 2n+1 for n.
We have
R(N8n2)=w 12 (9+- 81&32(2&8n2))x=w 12 (9+- 162n2+17)x.
Denote - 162n2+17=16n+$, $>0. Squaring both sides of the last
equality, we obtain 17=32n $+$2, whence 1>(1732n)>$ for n1. Thus
we get
R(N8n2)=w 12 (9+16n+$)x=8n+4+w
1
2 (1+$)x=8n+4. K
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